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I greet you noble Energies of radiant Light on this Planet. Know that each of you radiates on this
whole Planet. I am the Energy of this place at your service. I have positioned myself here, in this
place, at the invitation of a valiant and warm soul that you all know, whose great mission is to
make Love shine on this Planet.
Today we greet you, shining sun of Love that you are. Acknowledge it, please, for you have
invited us and we are here in this place to radiate the Love intention with which this place has
been prepared. We are the Guardians of this Place and we are positioned at each corner of this
room and we keep the energy. We radiate Love energy, radiant Light Grace to support the
awakening of all humanity on this Planet. There is no limit to an intention, do you realize that?
While we are here, in this place, you are literally bathed in the energies of our Consciousness
which we have anchored in this place. This Consciousness is linked to the heart of Mother Earth,
to the energies of this territory on which this room has been built, anchored, created and
transformed. Today, we consciously share these words with each and every one of you. As you
enter this room, connect with the energy of this place that has a special connection with the heart
of this Planet. Ask it to anchor your physical body and your subtle bodies with the Planetary
Consciousness, that is, the Love Consciousness that supports Life in this dimension.
These words carry Great Energy. You can use your physical bodies as a sun radiating this Planet
Love energies. You can use this physical body as an antenna directly linked to Mother Earth’s
planetary Love charge and radiate this Love all around you by emitting the intention. This advice
that we are now giving you in the name of the Love that lives in your hearts can assist you in
extraordinary ways in the expansion of consciousness in yourself, in the expansion of the true
Life that you have come to manifest in this dimension.
And why is that? Because by emitting the intention to link this temple that you use with the
energy of Mother Earth, by perceiving yourself as a living antenna of this consciousness, you
transform your body and your subtle bodies into Pure Love. It is as if you say: "From now on, I
recognize myself as the tool of Love in this dimension." And by consciously recognizing that you
are the tool of this Love in this dimension, you invite this Love to your own transformation, to
open all the Light doors within you. You choose to live your true Life without the limits of your
mental that have been imposed on you for several thousand lives.
Yes, your intention creates! By linking your physical body to the heart of Mother Earth,
recognizing yourself as an antenna of Love Light, you are transforming the paradigm of your life.
You are transforming. It is as if you finally allow the treasure you carry to light up and illuminate
your life, to help you perceive everything differently; to perceive that you are a being of energy
governing, manipulating energies, bathing in a world of energies. Everything becomes energy
obeying your will, that is, to the Will of the Great Life that you have come to manifest in this
dimension.
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So yes, this place is blessed. When you enter this place, you can express the intention of
connecting to the Great Life through your Light roots, through your legs and to feel that you are
becoming an antenna of the Great Life! And the other secret I want to share with you: each of
your houses is also a place alive and each of your houses is built and firmly anchored in the
energy of Mother Earth. You can also imagine that every time you open the door of your house,
you enter an energy field that anchors you, reconnects you, amplifies your physical body,
amplifies the effect that you are an antenna of the Great Life and this is what you manifest more
and more every day, every second.
Any building can be used as an amplifier of the Love energy from the heart of this Planet through
you by your intention, because you are a powerful creator. Do you understand these words?
It is a tool, an image of power that is given to you today and you can choose to use it as you wish
or simply ignore it. Everything is perfect!
So yes, I wanted to salute you. We are the Guardians of this place and we are also connected with
the Guardians of the place where you live because for us, there is no space, there is no time, there
is only Consciousness, there is only Energy. You are an Energy Being who is learning to
manipulate Energy, who is learning to become conscious that you are an Energy Being. And if
you are an Energy Being, there is no limit to your power of creation, no limit to your power of
creation! I invite you to meditate on these words.
At this moment, we are infusing your heart with a special energy connected to the heart of
Mother Earth. I invite you to feel it, to welcome it in yourself. You are Love antennas. The more
you recognize that you are a Living, Experiencing, Growing Light Being, the more you allow this
Love to transform you. The more you recognize it, the more the Love doors open in you and
participate in transforming your perception of yourself, of the Life that is in you and of the Life
that is around you.
Everything is magical, isn't it? Use the word "magic". What does the word "magic" mean to you?
How can this word be used in your own lives? How can you integrate it into your lives, into your
everyday language?
The word "magic" contains a power in the imagination of the human being of this humanity, so
you are invited to use it. "The magic of Life is in me and around me and this magic serves me,
this magic helps me realize my dreams, this magic guides me to discover my dreams and to
realize them." Why do you limit yourself?
If you connect yourself to the Heart Love energy of this Planet, if you recognize yourself as a
living antenna of this Love, everything is possible for you. Because energy, Love, Light: it is the
Consciousness One where everything is possible! With these words, be blessed.
Thank you!
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